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Effects of solvation and core switching on the photoelectron angular
distributions from „CO2…n

À and „CO2…n
À"H2O
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Photoelectron images are recorded in the photodetachment of two series of cluster anions,
(CO2)n

2 , n54 – 9 and (CO2)n
2
•H2O, n52 – 7, with linearly polarized 400 nm light. The

energetics of the observed photodetachment bands compare well with previous studies, showing
evidence for switching between two anionic core structures: The CO2

2 monomer and covalent
(CO2)2

2 dimer anions. The systematic study of photoelectron angular distributions~PADs! sheds
light on the electronic structure of the different core anions and indicates that solvation by several
CO2 molecules and/or one water molecule has only moderate effect on the excess-electron orbitals.
The observed PAD character is reconciled with the symmetry properties of the parent molecular
orbitals. The most intriguing result concerns the PADs showing remarkable similarities between the
monomer and dimer anion cluster-core types. This observation is explained by treating the
highest-occupied molecular orbital of the covalent dimer anion as a linear combination of two
spatially separated monomeric orbitals. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1647535#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photoelectron spectroscopy1 allows the study of not only
the electronic structure of negative ions and neutral m
ecules, but also the intermolecular interactions. Experime
on cluster anions examine the molecular-level interacti
implicated in the chemistry of condensed environments,
fectively bridging the gap between the gas and conden
phases.2–4 The imaging approach5,6 to photoelectron spec
troscopy, recently implemented for molecular and clus
anions,7–9 adds an extra dimension to these studies. In ad
tion to increased detection efficiency for low kinetic ener
electrons, the three-dimensional velocity distribution of t
photoelectrons can be determined with relative ease. Ph
electron images unravel signatures of the molecular orb
~MOs! from which detachment takes place and so inform
tion is provided about both the energy and structure of
electron orbitals of the parent anion.

In the work presented here, we pursue a detailed stud
the photodetachment of carbon–dioxide cluster anions wi
special emphasis on the photoelectron angular distribut
~PADs!. The focus of this investigation is the effect of inte
molecular interactions implicated in solvation and coval
bonding on the electronic structure and related propertie
the cluster anions in question. This work complements
recent photoelectron imaging studies of (CS2)n

2 , n51 – 4,
(OCS)n

2 , n52 – 4, and OCS2(H2O)n , n51 to 2 cluster
anions.7–11 The previous experiments corroborated the p
evidence12,13 for the existence of different types of core a
ion species within the (CS2)n

2 and (OCS)n
2 clusters. In

clusters of the first type, the excess electron resides o
single CS2 or OCS moiety and thus the corresponding clus

a!Electronic mail: sanov@u.arizona.edu
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structures are described as CS2
2(CS2)n21 and

OCS2(OCS)n21 , respectively. In clusters of the secon
type, the electron occupies a molecular orbital~MO! of a
covalently bound dimer anion and the corresponding clu
structures are described as (CS2)2

2(CS2)n22 and
(OCS)2

2(OCS)n22 , respectively.
Electron detachment from different core isomers

(CS2)n
2 was shown to give rise to distinct PADs.8 In par-

ticular, 400 nm photodetachment from the monomer a
dimer core isomers yielded PADs characterized by the
isotropy parameters~b! of opposite signs. This case is a
unequivocal example of the combined angular and ene
domain observations yielding clearly distinguishable sig
tures of different cluster types. In addition to the direct d
tachment transitions, the (CS2)n

2 and (OCS)n
2 cluster an-

ions also exhibit autodetachment~AD!, which was attributed
to the corresponding dimer-based isomers.8,10,11,14In agree-
ment with this assignment, no AD was observed from
monomer anions of OCS clustered with one or two wa
molecules.7

The (CS2)n
2 and (OCS)n

2 clusters belong to the sam
isovalent family as (CO2)n

2 . Photoelectron spectroscopy o
(CO2)n

2 and (CO2)n
2
•H2O revealed evidence for differen

anionic core structures within these clusters as well.15–19

Johnson and co-workers noticed a discontinuity in the tre
of vertical detachment energy~VDE! as a function of the
(CO2)n

2 cluster size: A steady increase in VDE is observ
from n52 to 5, but VDE forn57 is 0.65 eV lower than tha
for n55—a pronounced effect ascribed to cluster co
switching.15 For (CO2)6

2 , there is evidence of coexistenc
of two electronic isomers which possibly underg
interconversion.17,20,21 Theoretical work20,22,23 supports the
contention that (CO2)n

2 , n52 – 5 clusters comprise of a
covalently bound dimer anion core solvated by the remain
8 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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neutral molecules: (CO2)2
2(CO2)n22 . For n.6, the cluster

core switches to a monomer anion solvated by (n21) neu-
tral CO2 molecules. A similar picture emerges in (CO2)n

2

•H2O, where the coexistence of different core types is s
for n52 – 4, followed by an apparent switch to just one ty
~the monomer anion! for n.4.16,18Calculations indicate tha
there are several close lying structures associated with t
isomers, but they all are either dimer or monomer based.22,23

In 1988, Johnson’s group carried out several qualitat
determinations of the angular anisotropy of the electr
ejected from (CO2)n

2 clusters and noted that the PADs we
always strongly skewed along the laser polarization vecto15

Recently, we performed a systematic imaging study of t
cluster system. Our preliminary report14 documented and
quantified the striking similarity of the PADs originatin
from the solvated monomer and dimer anions of CO2 and
offered an explanation of this effect. The analysis was ba
on the linear-combination-of-molecular-orbitals~LCMO! de-
scription of the dimer anion’s highest-occupied molecu
orbital ~HOMO!, combined with the dual-source interferen
picture of the detachment process.14 The objective of the
current study is to characterize the effects of solvati
~mono! hydration, and core switching on the PADs from t
cluster anions of carbon dioxide. This task has twofold i
portance. First, it provides experimental evidence of the
calization of the excess electron to a small region of a lar
cluster. Second, knowledge of the PADs from the mono
drated clusters is an important step in understanding how
structure of the excess electron changes upon increa
hydration.24

The paper is organized as follows. A brief description
the salient points of the experimental arrangement in the n
section is followed by presentation of the images result
from 400 nm photodetachment from a range of cluster ani
in the (CO2)n

2 and (CO2)n
2
•H2O series. The electron ki

netic energy~eKE! distributions are shown to be in goo
agreement with previous work. The PADs are characteri
and interpreted in terms of the core anion structures and e
tron orbitals making use of quantum chemical calculat
and the previously proposeds& p model of negative-ion
photodetachment.7,9 Finally, a brief discussion is made of th
remarkable similarity in the PADs for CO2 cluster anions
with different cluster cores.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental apparatus is described in de
elsewhere.9 In brief, it employs the ion generation and ma
analysis techniques of Lineberger and co-workers,25,26which
are combined with a velocity mapped,27 imaging5 scheme for
detection of the photoelectrons.

The (CO2)n
2 and (CO2)n

2
•H2O clusters are formed by

expansion of undried CO2 at a stagnation pressure of 0–2
psig through a pulsed~70 Hz! nozzle~General Valve Series
9! into a region with a base pressure of 1026 Torr ~rising to
231025 Torr when the valve is operated!. The supersonic
expansion is crossed with a 1 keV electron beam and th
anions are pulse extracted into a Wiley–McLaren time-
flight mass spectrometer.28 The ions enter the detection re
n
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gion with a typical base pressure of 3 – 531029 Torr. Mass
selection is ensured by ion detection using a dual microch
nel plate~MCP! detector~Burle, Inc.! situated at the very end
of the apparatus.

The ion beam is crossed with the frequency doubled o
put beam from an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system~Spec-
tra Physics, Inc.! producing 1 mJ, 100 fs pulses at 800 nm
Frequency doubling a portion of the fundamental output
ing a BBO crystal produces 400 nm radiation at 120mJ/
pulse. The linearly polarized laser beam is mildly focuss
using a 2 mfocal length lens positioned;1.3 m before the
laser beam crosses the ion beam.

Photoelectron detection takes place in the direction p
pendicular to the ion and laser beams. A 40 mm diame
MCP detector with a P47 phosphor screen~Burle, Inc.! is
mounted at the end of an internallym-metal shielded electron
flight tube. Images are obtained from the phosphor scr
using a CCD camera~Roper Scientific, Inc.! and are typi-
cally averaged for 1 – 33104 experimental cycles. To dis
criminate against experimental background, the potential
ference across the two imaging MCPs, normally maintain
at 1.0–1.2 kV, is pulsed up to 1.8 kV for a 200 ns windo
timed to coincide with the arrival of the photoelectrons.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The 400 nm photoelectron images of (CO2)n
2 and

(CO2)n
2
•H2O are shown in Fig. 1. They correspond to tw

dimensional projections of the three-dimensional distrib
tions of the emitted electrons onto the plane of the detec
The electron detachment process is cylindrically symme
with respect to the laser polarization direction, defined as
laboratory-framez axis ~vertical axis in the plane of all im-
ages!. The kinetic energy and angular distributions of t
photoelectrons are reconstructed using the BAsis-Set EXp
sion ~BASEX! inverse-Abel transform method developed
the Reisler group.29

Upon inspection of Fig. 1, strong similarities are app
ent between the images in the two series. In particular,
PADs peak in the vertical direction, along the laser polari
tion axis. The spot seen at the center of the (CO2)2

2
•H2O

image is unusual in that it is laser-independent and can p
sibly be attributed to field-detachment of metastable clus
anions. We have also observed this phenomenon
CO2

2(H2O)1,2.24 In the current work, analysis of the
(CO2)2

2
•H2O image is carried out after subtraction of th

laser-independent signal~markedi i in Fig. 1!, yielding the
photo-induced image~markedi in Fig. 1!.

A. Photoelectron spectra

To a certain extent, the relative abundance of a particu
cluster core-type~especially in the case of mixed cluster!
depends upon the ion source conditions. Since discussio
the PADs~Sec. IV! will be based upon the structural conclu
sions drawn in earlier studies, it is important to verify th
the major structural trends involved in our measurements
the same. At a qualitative level, the evidence for core swit
ing is easy to see from the size of the images. The imag
conditions ~most pertinently the electron lens voltages!9,27
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are the same for all images shown in Fig. 1. Despite this
the (CO2)n

2 series the image forn56 covers a larger por
tion of the detector than that forn55. The presence of faste
electrons suggests a lower detachment threshold for
larger-size cluster. The same behavior is seen in
(CO2)n

2
•H2O series betweenn53 and 4.

Photoelectron energy spectra extracted from the ima
were fitted by a sum of contributions accounting for deta
ment transitions from two different species:15,17,18

P~eKE!5eKE1/2$AI exp@2~eBE2VDEI!
2/wI

2#

1AII exp@2~eBE2VDEII !
2/wII

2#%, ~1!

where eBE5hn2eKE is the electron binding energy,wI and
wII are the half-width parameters of the Gaussians use
describe the Franck–Condon profiles of the individual ban
These parameters are related to the full widths at h
maxima ~FWHM! as FWHM52(ln 2)1/2w. The pre-
exponential factorsAI andAII are proportional to the popu
lations of the respective core ions, as well as the cr

FIG. 1. Electron detachment images of carbon–dioxide cluster anions.
left-hand column represents the nonhydrated series, while the right-
column represents the monohydrated series. The laser wavelength is 40
and the laser polarization direction is vertical in the figure plane. T
(CO2)2

2
•H2O image shows a laser-independent feature at the center.

photo-induced image~i! is shown below the experimental image after su
traction of the laser-independent signal (i i ). All images were acquired using
the same electron imaging lens voltages and are shown to scale.
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sections for the corresponding transitions. The imaging te
nique allows efficient detection of low energy electrons,
which threshold effects are important. These effects are
counted for by the approximate scaling factor eKE1/2 in-
cluded in Eq. ~1!, which reflects a Wigner-type nea
threshold behavior for partial waves with the orbital angu
momentum quantum number,50. More restrictive near-
threshold scaling of higher-order waves is neglected in
model described by Eq.~1!.

The VDE and FWHM fitting parameters for bands I an
II are summarized in Table I, where they are compared w
the values reported in earlier studies. A good agreemen
observed, the only difference between the analysis in
study and previous work being the use of the eKE1/2 scaling
factor in Eq.~1!.

B. Angular distributions

The PADs resulting from the one-photon detachment
ing linearly polarized radiation can be described by the
isotropy parameterb,30–32 which is, in general, energy de
pendent. This dependence may complicate compar
between different species, but meaningful insights can
gained by examining the variations inb across a chosen
energy range. Figure 2 shows plots of energy-dependeb
for representative monomer and dimer based, nonhydr
and hydrated cluster anions studied. In all cases,b is signifi-
cantly positive and contained within a rather narrow rang

IV. DISCUSSION

The images in Fig. 1 yield energy-domain fitting param
eters that are very close to those reported in earlier work.15,18

Thus it is reasonable to base discussion of the obse
PADs upon previously described cluster anion core str
tures.

There are two important comparisons to be made in
series of photoelectron images presented. The first is
tween the PADs corresponding to monomer versus dim

he
nd
nm
e
he

TABLE I. The VDE and FWHM values~in eV! for bands I and II, corre-
sponding to cluster anions with monomer~I! and dimer~II ! cores, respec-
tively, used to fit the photoelectron energy spectra:~a! this work ~spectra
obtained from the images in Fig. 1!; ~b! from Ref. 15;~c! from Ref. 18.

~CO2)n
2 ~CO2!n

2
•H2O

Core VDE FWHM VDE FWHM
n type ~a! ~b! ~a! ~b! ~a! ~c! ~a! ~c!

2
II 3.41 3.39 1.21 1.30
I 2.20 2.14 0.92 0.97

3
II 3.54 3.49 1.13 1.30
I 2.38 2.38 0.93 0.97

4
II 2.96 2.96 1.00 0.96 3.71 3.71 1.16 1.30
I 2.63 2.63 1.03 0.97

5
II 3.25 3.25 1.07 1.06
I 2.77 2.77 1.07 1.11

6
II 3.40 3.40 0.73 0.73
I 2.49 2.49 0.98 0.98 2.94 2.92 1.02 0.99

7 I 2.62 2.62 0.97 0.92 3.04 0.92
8 I 2.80 2.73 0.92 0.92
9 I 2.92 2.80 0.92 0.87
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based clusters. This comparison sheds light on the electr
structures of the different cluster cores. The second is
tween the hydrated and nonhydrated cluster anions, h
lighting the possible differences between the effects of
dration and solvation by carbon dioxide.

Figure 2 shows that for a given cluster-core type theb
values at a given eKE are very similar, regardless of clu
size. This is particularly clear for the monomer-based cl
ters where~for example! the values forn57 and 8~nonhy-
drated!, as well as forn55 and 6~hydrated! lie close to one
another. For dimer-based clusters, the values forn54 and 5
~nonhydrated!, as well as forn52 and 3~hydrated! are also
within one standard deviation for a given eKE.

A. Monomer vs dimer based clusters

Comparison between monomer and dimer ba
(CO2)n

2 clusters can be made by examining Figs. 2~a! and
2~c!, respectively. The anisotropy values are genera
slightly lower for the dimer-based clusters, but the differen
is well within the standard deviations of the two datasets

The corresponding comparison is less straightforward
the hydrated series, where the lower-n members are com
prised of mixtures of the dimer and monomer bas
isomers.18 Still, Fig. 2~b! represents the monomer-bas
clusters CO2

2(CO2)4•H2O and CO2
2(CO2)5•H2O. Con-

cerning the data in Fig. 2~d!, the relative intensities of the
monomer to dimer cores forn52 and 3 were reported b
Tsukudaet al. as 0.11 and 0.08 respectively.18 In the current

FIG. 2. The anisotropy parameterb as a function of eKE.~a! (CO2)n
2 , the

nonhydrated monomer-based cluster anions:j n57, n n58. ~b!
(CO2)n

2
•H2O monohydrated monomer-based cluster anions:j n55, n

n56. ~c! (CO2)n
2 , nonhydrated dimer-based cluster anions:j n54, n

n55. ~d! (CO2)n
2
•H2O monohydrated dimer-based cluster anions:j n

52, n n53. The error bars shown represent one standard deviation f
given dataset.
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study, coefficientsAI and AII in Eq. ~1! are to a good ap-
proximation proportional to the abundances of the monom
and dimer cores, respectively. TheAI /AII ratio is found to
equal 0.19 forn52 and 0.02 forn53. Thus, in both the
present work and that of Tsukudaet al. the major core spe-
cies in the (CO2)n

2
•H2O, n52, 3 clusters is the dimer an

hence the data in Fig. 2~d! correspond mainly to the dimer
anion core. Again, the dimer-based structures in the m
show slightly lowerb values, but both the monomer an
dimer-based data overlap within one standard deviation o
the entire energy range.

The similarity of the PADs emanating from the dim
and monomer based clusters in both the (CO2)n

2 and
(CO2)n

2
•H2O series is perhaps the most intriguing result

this study. In direct photodetachment, the PAD relates to
structure of the parent MO, which is of particular interest f
systems involving two or more electronic isomers. Given
different types of the ionic cores and HOMOs involved in t
monomer and dimer based clusters, one intuitively expe
these fundamental structural differences to be reflected in
PADs. Yet, despite the core switching, the images result
from all clusters in both the (CO2)n

2 , n54 – 9 and
(CO2)n

2
•H2O, n52 – 7 series indicate similar PADs~see

Fig. 1!. This observation is particularly significant in view o
the recent results for isovalent (CS2)n

2 , where the dimer
and monomer based clusters give rise to markedly differ
bands in photoelectron images.14 This discrepancy must be
understood in terms of fundamental differences in the g
metric and/or electronic structures of the dimer anions
CO2 and CS2.

The following discussion of the PADs originating from
the monomer and dimer anion cores of (CO2)n

2 and
(CO2)n

2
•H2O consists of two parts. First, we discuss t

qualitative nature of the observed angular distributions, m
ing use of the symmetry of the orbitals initially containin
the detached electrons. Second, we analyze the PADs
the monomer and dimer anion cores within the framework
an LCMO description of the dimer anion HOMO and a du
source interference picture of the photodetached elec
waves.

1. Parallel nature of the CO 2
À and (CO2)2

À PADs

The b.0 PAD character can be understood using
s& p model, which considers symmetry of the free electr
waves allowed in the electric–dipole approximation. A d
tailed description of the model is given elsewhere,9 accom-
panied by step-by-step applications to several molecular
cluster anions.7,9,14 In brief, the photo-detached electro
wave symmetry is determined under the molecular-orb
and electric–dipole approximations. The symmetry co
straint combined with a chosen orientation of the anion d
tates the partial wave composition of the free-electron w
function in the laboratory frame~LF!. A further approxima-
tion neglects the components with the angular momen
quantum number,.1, limiting the discussion tos and p
partial waves only~hence the name of the model!.9 Thes and
p waves determined by this procedure repeated for a sm
number of principal orientations of the anion are used
determine the PAD character.

a
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In the cluster anions considered here the excess elec
is localized on the monomer or dimer core. Consequentl
is the core anion symmetry that is relevant to the PADs
tained. Our initial discussion will assume that although
symmetry of the monomer or dimer anion core can be alte
by solvation/hydration, their overall structures remain larg
unchanged. Later, we will explore the validity of this a
sumption.

For the monomer-based clusters, the relevant core a
symmetry isC2v . The s& p description of CO2

2 photode-
tachment follows closely the CS2

2 case, discussed in deta
elsewhere.9 As with CS2

2 , the HOMO containing the un
paired electron in CO2

2 belongs to theA1 symmetry species
Considering electric–dipole transitions from the HOM
three final-state symmetries are allowed for the photo
tached electron:A1 , B1 , and B2 . These symmetry specie
are defined in the molecular frame~MF!. The relative ampli-
tudes depend on the orientation of the anion with respec
the laser field vector, defined in the LF. As show
previously,9 under the,<1 approximation theA1 , B1 , and
B2 symmetry waves correspond top waves polarized prefer
entially in thez direction coinciding with the laser polariza
tion, in addition to ans wave allowed only under theA1

wave symmetry. These components overlap to give the fi
PAD pattern peaking alongz.

A similar approach can be applied to the covalent dim
anion. Fleischman and Jordan predicted that this anion h
D2d symmetry structure with two bent CO2 units linked by a
covalent~order of 1/2! C–C bond.22 This structure and the
corresponding HOMO are shown in Fig. 3~a.1!. While the
initial prediction was based on a HF/6-311G calculation, the
covalent dimer anion structure was later re-optimized
Saeki et al. at a higher MP2/6-311G* and MP2/aug-cc-
pVDZ levels and no deviation fromD2d symmetry was
observed.23

Since theD2d dimer HOMO corresponds to theA1 irre-
ducible representation, the allowed free-electron wave s
metries areB2 and E, depending on the orientation of th
anion relative to the laser polarization axis. TheB2 waves
emanate from anion orientations with nonzero projections
the C–C bond axis on the LFz axis. In thes andp limit, the
B2 waves expand asp waves polarized along the C–C bon
axis and predominantly along thez axis in the LF. TheE
symmetry waves are emitted from anions with nonzero p
pendicular components of the C–C bond axis with respec
z. Again,s waves are not allowed, while the relevantp waves
are polarized perpendicular to the C–C bond. In the LF th
p waves may be polarized both in thez direction and perpen
dicular to it, making the predictions of the model less cle
compared the monomer anion (C2v symmetry! case. To ar-
rive at more definitive conclusions supporting the para
nature of the photodetachment process in theD2d dimer an-
ion one must evaluate the transition dipole matrix eleme
corresponding to differentp waves.

The need for these calculations can be bypassed by
sidering the dimer anion structure within monohydrated cl
ters. As discussed below, the (CO2)2

2 core within these
clusters is distorted from itsD2d symmetry. For example, in
the structure shown in Fig. 3~b.1! the torsional angle betwee
on
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the two CO2 groups is reduced to 75° due to the ion
hydrogen-bonding interaction of the water molecule with t
dimer anion,23 reducing its symmetry toC2 . Similarly, the
dimer structure in Fig. 3~b.2! experiences a hydration
induced closing of the OCO angle, leading to symme
change fromD2d to C2v . In each case the dimer anio
HOMO still conforms to the totally symmetric representati
of the respective point group. Of theD2d , C2 , and C2v
cases, thes& p description of the detachment process is le
ambiguous for theC2v group, where the free electron can b
shown to include mixtures ofs andp waves, the latter polar-
ized predominantly alongz.9 Now consider that in all dimer
anion structures discussed~the unperturbedD2d , as well as
the hydratedC2 and C2v structures! the detachment occur
from essentially the same HOMO. While the orbital is su
ject to solvent perturbations, their effect on its overall sha
is not too great and the resulting PADs should be simi
Since thes& p analysis in theC2v case unambiguously indi
cates a PAD peaking along thez axis, similar outcomes are
expected in detachment from the (CO2)2

2HOMO, regard-
less of the detailed cluster structure. Thus, positive pho
electron anisotropy is to be expected for all dimer-bas
(CO2)n

2 and (CO2)n
2
•H2O clusters studied.

2. Direct comparison of the CO 2
À and (CO2)2

À PADs
using the LCMO approximation

The application of thes& p model outlined above help
understand the parallel nature of the detachment pro
from both the monomer and dimer-based (CO2)n

2 and
(CO2)n

2
•H2O cluster anions. However, this analysis do

not explain the strikingquantitativesimilarity between theb
values in the photodetachment from the CO2

2 and covalent
(CO2)2

2 cluster cores. The model gives merely an indicati
of the direction in which the PAD is expected to peak in ea
case, without embarking on direct comparison of the t
qualitatively different core anion species. We now adop
new approach, which allows for such comparison. The f
lowing discussion employs the conceptual framework o
lined briefly in the previous discussion14 of the differing
electronic and structural properties of covalent (CS2)2

2 and
(CO2)2

2 .
We turn again to the (CO2)2

2 HOMO shown in Fig.
3~a.1!. The orbital can be viewed as a combination of tw
spatially separated monomer–anion HOMOs, as sketche
Fig. 3~a.2!. The LCMO ~linear combination of molecular or
bitals! formalism33,34 allows the electron detachment to b
thought of as a process emanating from two separated
ters, each emitting waves characteristic of individual mon
mer units. As seen in Figs. 3~b.1! and 3~b.2!, the core anion
HOMO in larger dimer-based clusters can be approxima
in the same manner.

Interference of waves emitted from two centers depe
on the differential distance from each center along a giv
direction in the far-field limit, as well as the initial phas
angle between the partial waves. The latter is subject to
constraints on the overall symmetry of the photodetac
electron wave function. A discussion of the symmetry restr
tions in the dual-center framework is given in our previo
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report.14 For the current discussion it suffices to note that
separation between the two monomer groups~<2 Å! is small
compared to the de Broglie wavelength of the emitted e
trons calculated in the far field. This wavelength can be
timated, for example, as 14.6 Å at eKE50.7 eV~correspond-
ing to the middle of the relevant eKE range!. Thus, the PAD
arises from interference of waves emitted from two alm
overlapping~on the electron-wavelength scale! centers. Un-
der these conditions, the experimental observations
dominated by waves emitted with similar initial phases~con-
structive interference!, while the waves interfering destruc
tively are suppressed. In this framework, the PADs for CO2

2

and (CO2)2
2 can be compared directly and are expected

be similar as the free-electron wave function is roughly
sum of the in-phase components emitted from two mono
units.

B. Effects of solvation and monohydration

Comparing the data in the left and right columns of F
2 sheds light on the effect of adding one water molecule
the monomer and dimer based cluster anions. Theb values
for hydrated and nonhydrated clusters are similar for a gi
eKE. Although the hydrated species tend to give sligh
lower values than the nonhydrated species, the differen
are within one standard deviation. The similarity indica
that the addition of one water molecule causes little per
bation of the shape of the HOMO of the ionic cluster co
This observation contrasts the preliminary findings of o
ongoing studies, where increasing the number of H2O mol-
ecules hydrating the CO2

2 anion has a pronounced effect o
the PAD, causing the anisotropy to diminish.24

FIG. 3. Molecular-orbital plots representing the dimer-based cluster-a
HOMOs. ~a.1! Isolated (CO2)2

2D2d symmetry covalent dimer anion.~a.2!
LCMO representation of the dimer–anion HOMO shown in~a.1! as a su-
perposition of two spatially separated monomeric orbitals.~b.1! Lowest-
energy (CO2)2

2
•H2O structure, in which the core dimer–anion is distort

from D2d to C2 symmetry by the bridging H2O group.~b.2! The (CO2)2
2

•H2O structure with H2O in the end position. Geometries~shown next to the
HOMO for each species! are taken from Ref. 23 and correspond to t
potential minima calculated at the MP2 level of theory with the 6-311G*
basis set. The structures in~a.1!, ~b.1!, and~b.2! are shown as viewed from
two different directions: Perpendicular and along to C–C bond axis~top left
and right corners of each frame, respectively!.
e
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The insensitivity of the PADs to monohydration is sim
lar to its insensitivity to stepwise solvation by CO2. Both are
supported by calculations of the HOMO structure under d
fering solvation conditions.

In previous work, Saekiet al. extended their theoretica
@second-order Moller–Plesset~MP2!# study to (CO2)n

2 , n
53 – 6 clusters by employing a smaller 6-31G basis
~compared to the 6-311G* basis used by the authors for th
dimer anion!.20 In these calculations, the dimer core geom
etry changed to a planar,~approximately! D2h structure sol-
vated by the remainingn22 molecules. Intrigued by the
change of core–anion symmetry fromD2d to D2h , Saeki
et al. re-optimized the geometry forn53 using the
6-311G* basis set and found that the inclusion of diffu
functions ‘‘restored’’ the predicted dimer–anion structure
theD2d symmetry~slightly distorted by solvation! character-
istic of the unsolvated dimer anion. Monohydrated clus
geometries were also determined at the MP2/6-311G* level
for (CO2)n

2
•H2O, n51,2.23 For n51, three potential

minima were found; the corresponding structures are sho
in Fig. 4~b!. All are planar, with theC2v structure @Fig.
4~b.1!# being the most stable. Six different structures we
found for monohydrated (CO2)2

2 , of which two correspond
to covalent dimer anion clustered with H2O @Fig. 3~b!# and
the remainder are monomer anion based@Fig. 4~c!#. Again,
the dimer-based structures are found to be the most st
and the one where the water molecule bridges the two e
of the dimer anion@Fig. 3~b.1!# has the lowest energy of th
two.

Since the size of the basis set appears to be critica
determining the core anion symmetry, we investigated
structures and the HOMOs for (CO2)n

2 , n52 – 4 after ge-
ometry re-optimization at the MP2/6-3111G* level, using
the structures determined by Saekiet al.20,23 as starting
points for our calculations.35 We find that the dimer core
anion in the most stable (CO2)3

2 cluster retains an approxi
mate D2d geometry when the larger basis set is used.
(CO2)4

2 has an approximatelyD2h lowest-energy core
structure, in agreement with the trend towards nearlyD2h

core geometries indicated by Saeki’s results.20 However, the
conclusions derived in the previous part of this section us
the LCMO dual-source interference approach are unaffec
by the ambiguity between theD2h andD2d geometries of the
core anion, because the dimer–anion HOMO can be re
sented as a combination of the same two monomer–a
orbitals in either case.

The orbitals obtained are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for
dimer and monomer-based cluster anions, respectively.
amining the monomer-based structures, it is apparent
solvation with one molecule of water, carbon dioxide,
indeed both, makes little difference to the shape of
HOMO. The symmetry of the dimer anion@Fig. 3~a.1!# is
altered due to structural distortion induced by the water m
ecule and in the structure shown in Fig. 3~b.2! there is a
slight localization of the negative charge toward the wat
solvated end of the (CO2)2

2 unit. However, these are sma
effects and the HOMO remains essentially the same. He
the similarities of the PADs from monohydrated and nonh
drated cluster anions with similar cores are not surprising

n
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V. SUMMARY

The results of the photoelectron imaging experiments
in good agreement with previous work in regard to the en
getics of photodetachment from (CO2)n

2 and (CO2)n
2

•H2O clusters. Evidence is seen for two different types
cluster core~monomer and covalent-dimer anions of CO2).
In addition, the imaging approach has allowed a system
study of the photoelectron angular distributions, which
flect the orbital nature of the different core structures. Ana
sis of the PADs shows that solvation of the monomer CO2

2

and dimer (CO2)2
2 units by neutral CO2 molecules has only

FIG. 4. Stable monomer-based cluster anion structures calculated a
MP2 level of theory with the 6-311G* basis set~Ref. 23!. Two projections
are shown for the nonplanar structures in~a.1-2! and~c.1-3!, with the view-
point for the second projection indicated in the first by a wide arrow. T
anionic core within each structure is indicated by square brackets.~a! The
CO2

2
•CO2 cluster anion:~a.1! C2v symmetry structure;~a.2! Cs symmetry

structure.~b! The CO2
2
•H2O cluster anion:~b.1! C2v symmetry structure;

~b.2-3! Cs symmetry structures, of which~b.2! is predicted to lie lower in
energy.~c! The CO2

2
•CO2•H2O cluster anion: the structures in~c.1!–~c.3!

have the solvating CO2 molecule perpendicular to the plane of the CO2

•H2O unit, while in ~c.4! the whole cluster is planar.~c.1! is the lowest
energy structure, followed by~c.2!, ~c.3!, and finally ~c.4!. ~d! The plot of
the CO2

2 HOMO shown in the three principal orientations used in thes& p
model. Each orientation corresponds to one of the molecular-frame
(x,y,z) aligned along the laboratoryz axis, defined as the laser polarizatio
direction. The shape of the monomer HOMO is largely unchanged in a
the cluster structures shown.
re
r-

f

ic
-
-

a moderate effect on structure of the excess electron wi
the clusters. Likewise, the presence of a single water m
ecule makes little difference in this respect. The most intrig
ing result is that the PADs obtained from clusters with d
ferent ionic core types show striking similarities. The
findings are supported by theoretical calculations and m
eling the photodetachment from the covalent dimer an
using an LCMO description of the parent anion HOM
coupled with a dual-source wave interference model.
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